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Nioh armor set bonus not working

There is a good selection of armor seen in Nioh 2 that provides set bonuses. This Nioh 2 Armor Set Bonuses Guide shows all the different set of bonuses we have encountered in-game so far, including details of which statistics the bonus benefits the most. As we continue through the
game, we'll update the guide with more sets and more bonuses, and hopefully more details about where each set can be found. To begin with, this guide is mostly just about listing the different armor set bonuses available so you can find one that best suits your personal style of play and
hunt it down. Usually, mission checks rewards and Blacksmith options are where you'll find most sets in the game. Armor Sets are special collections of armor that provide extra bonuses when worn as a complete set or in groups of pairs, different sets offer bonuses with different parts
equipped. When marking a piece of armor, if it belongs to a set, it will have the set name in the description along with the armor other beneficial effects. You press L2 while inspecting a piece of armor set to further check the armor statistics, providing additional information about the benefits
and benefits of equipping the entire kit of armor. Downloadable item that was with pre-orders DLC item that was with pre-orders The hidden monsters of Okehazama in Soaring Hidetatsu's Dying Wish Sub Mission in Soaring The Hollow Fortress Mission (Shadow). Various pieces rewarded
for missions in Shadow Different pieces awarded for missions in the Shadow Beat side mission A Formal Match (Shadow) to get this set. This is from the boss of the Bird in a Cage mission (Shadow) Turn side missions Horns on the head, Dragonfly in hand to get the first pieces, turn it again
to get the rest. Turn the page Mission The Golden Nation to get the armor set. Found on random samurai enemies through different levels. I began to find them in the Penetrating Waters Mission (Dawn). Found on random samurai enemies through different levels. I began to find them in the
Penetrating Waters Mission (Dawn). Drops from random samurai enemies in the game. I started finding pieces around the Penetrating Waters Mission (Dawn). This set is from the human boss of the Pervading Waters mission (Dawn). I began to find them in the Penetrating Waters Mission
(Dawn). I started finding them during the Dawn missions, Pervading Waters, The Sun Sets on Mount Tenno and The Frenzied Blaze (Dawn). We will continue to update this Nioh 2 Armor Set Bonuses Guide as we advance through the game and discover more armor sets. Nioh 2 Tutorials
Posted March 13, 2020 by Johnny Hurricanein Game Guides, Nioh 2 Tutorials How To Burst Counter I Nioh 2Burst countering is one of the most important aspects of Nioh 2. Check out this guide for find out how to burst counter in Nioh 2. This way you can bring down bosses and enemy
Yokai much easier Posted March 13, 2020 by Blaine Smithin Smithin Tutorials, Nioh 2 Tutorials What Guardian Spirit to choose in Nioh 2In the beginning of Nioh 2 players can choose a Guardian Spirit guide. In this guide on what Guardian Spirit To Choose In Nioh 2, we break down the
different strengths and weaknesses of each of the posted March 13, 2020 by Johnny Hurricanein Game Guides, Nioh 2 Tutorials Where to find your Pre-Order DLC Items In Nioh 2If you pre-ordered Nioh 2 or got the special edition, you have some downloadable items waiting for you. Check
out this guide to find out where to find your pre-order dLC items in Nioh 2. This will give you a posted March 13, 2020 by Blaine Smithin Game Guides, Nioh 2 Tutorials How to play with friends in Nioh 2Will know how to form a party or join your friends games in Nioh 2? This guide on how to
play with friends in Nioh 2 covers each base. We'll tell you how to join a friend game if you're a host: Game Guides, PlayStation 4 Tutorials Apart from accessories, all essential equipment that doesn't belong to a set will have a Grace. They include melee weapons, varied weapons and
armor. Some of Grace's may appear in the main game, but for the most part Graces is exclusive to Abyss. They can be purchased by picking up essential objects in the abyss, from floor 21 onwards, or of item tenderity. Go to Item Defilement to learn how to get a specific grace. Grace of
Amaterasu[edit] Close Combat Damage +13.9% Change To Attack (Spirit) A Zero Ki Bonus (Attack Damage Surge) This Grace can be obtained in the main game. In general, it is not very good, as +Life does not contribute much to survival. 7P bonus Zero Ki Bonus (Attack Damage Surge)
was nerfed, it lasts only 1-1.5sec. Grace of Futsunushi[edit] Glory Obtained From Battles +19.4% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Nullify Weakening (Weapons) 100.0% Skill Damage (Iai Quickdraw) +40.0% Pierce Guard (Close Combat) 20.0% This Grace can be obtained in the main
game. It's also the only Grace that falls from the Revenants. The 5P bonus is good as it removes the possibility of melee weapons being weakened by attacks from bosses. The only thing that comes close to this bonus is Dodanuki Masakuni sword, which has innately inflict 75% Nullify
Weakening (Weapons). 6P is very good for players who use Iai Quickdraw build, as it provides 40% Sill Damage, while Starred Skill Damage (Iai Quickdraw) on Sword can only provide 24.9% on maximum Familarity. But the trade-off is that it requires wearing 6 pieces of equipment (or 5
with Yasakani Magatama) with this Grace, leaving little room for combination with other sets and Graces. Grace of Kagutsuchi[edit] Status Ailment Augmentation (Scorched) +29.6% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Recurring Injury Dealt +21.9% Return Damage (Timely Guard) 25.0% This
Grace can be obtained in the main game. This Grace enhances the ability to apply Scorched status to the enemy, making them take In general this Grace is not very good, since most of the bosses have Fire resistance. And elementary injuries are usually missing in the end game. Grace of
Owatatsumi[edit] Status Ailment Augmentation (Saturated) +29.6% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Reduced Status Ailment Duration 33.3% Life Recovery (Timely Guard) This Grace can be obtained in the main game. This Grace improves the ability to inflict saturated status on the enemy,
which makes them take more harm. But like other Graces who offer Status Ailment Augmentation, it's not very good, as elementary damage doesn't contribute much to the overall injury in the playoffs. Grace of Oyamatsumi[edit] Status Ailment Augmentation (Muddied) +29.6% Close
Combat Damage +13.9% Increase Defence (Timely Guard) This Grace can be obtained in the main game. This Grace enhances the ability to inflict Muddied status on the enemy, making them take more Ki damage. It may be useful for Tonfa users, to further improve their ability to clear
enemies' Ki. It also offers decent damage reduction as a 6P bonus, which is useful for tanky build. But like other Graces who offer Status Ailment Augmentation, the 7P bonus is not very good, as elementary damage does not contribute much to the overall damage in the playoffs. Grace of
Shinatsuhiko[edit] Status Ailment Augmentation (Bluster) +29.6% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Extend Evasion Invulnerability Status Ailments Relieved (Timely Guard) This Grace can be obtained in the main game. This Grace enhances the ability to inflict Blustered status on the enemy,
reducing the harm of enemies. It is not very good, as Onmyo Skill Gale Shot can usually achieve the same at a safe distance. 5P bonus can be reforged/cured at Torso Armor. Like other Graces who offer Status Ailment Augmentation, the 7P bonus is not very good, as elemental damage
does not contribute much to the overall injury in the playoffs. Grace of Susano[edit] Bare-Handed Attack Damage +50.0% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Strong Attack Damage +17.9% Bonus After Dash-Attack (Increase Ki Recovery Speed) Quick Attack Damage +23.4% This Grace can
be obtained in the main game. It is one of the most popular Grace in the game, and is used by many, especially in Abyss, as it is the main component of Living Weapon build, which focuses on Strong Attack Damage. Grace of Takemikazuchi[edit] Status Ailment Augmentation (Electrify)
+29.6% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Increase Attack (Timely Guard) This Grace can be obtained in the main game. Its 3P bonus is good if combined with the Warrior of the West Armour set. Other than that, Grace is not very good, because the 5P bonus is useless for the most part,
unless one has a build focus mainly on varied weapons, which are actually not viable, in early or final games. Grace of Tsukuyomi[edit] Close Combat +13.9% Ki Recovery (Be timely Guard) Onmyo Magic Damage Bonus A + Recover Onmyo Items (Finished Using Live Weapons) 30% This
Grace can be obtained in the main game. This Grace is not very good, as Onmyo Magic Skills, like Elemental Shots and their advanced counterparts, do negligible damage in the playoffs, even with the Onmyo Magic Damage Bonus A+. In general, Onmyo is meant to be used for its
buffs/debuffs, as a supplement for close combat, not as a main source of injury. Ame-no-Uzume's Grace[edit] Hyottoko Mask Bonus +27.4% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Bonus After Evasion-Attack (Increase Attack) Equipment Lightness Bonus Damage AAA This Grace can only be
obtained in the abyss. It is suitable for players who prefer mobile style of play, with light armor and a lot of dodging. However, the equipment light injury bonus appears to be bugged. Players with equipment weight under 10.1 unit already have 15% damage bonus without this special inflict.
Therefore, in practice, most players who use mobile playing style end up with Hayabusa Shinobi Apparel sets. The reason is that both the Ame-no-Uzume Grace and Hayabusa Shinobi Apparel sets require 7P, but the Hayabusa set provides better damage boost with Dragon Sword or
Hayabusa Style Kusarigama. Izanagi's Grace[edit] Increase Attack (Life Recovery) Close Combat Damage +13.9% Change To Attack (Spirit) A Attack Damage Surge (Timely Guard) Close Combat Attack Life Drain 166 This Grace can only be obtained in the abyss. It is one of the most
popular Graces and is used by many, to be combined with other sets or Graces. The most useful bonus is the 3P bonus - Increase Attack (Life Recovery), which increases the damage by about 15%. This effect can be triggered with the help of Elixir, Rejuvenation Talisman. It can also be
triggered indirectly by reforging the Bonus for Absorbing Amrita (Auto-Recovery) on helmet, then using Pleiades Talisman and Extraction Talisman. Izanami's Grace[edit] Life Recovery (Yokai Realm) Close Combat Damage +15.2% Unlimited Yokai Water Pot 77.4% Change To Attack



(Magic) A + Increase Attack (Enemy Defeated) 100.0% This Grace can only be obtained in the Abyss. It is one of the most popular Graces, due to its 3P and 4P bonuses. It offers the highest Close Combat Damge, higher than any other set or Graces. 3P bonus Life Recovery (Yokai Realm)
also works well with Izanagi's Grace. Fun fact: Izanagi and Izanami were husband and wife in Japanese folklore. Kushinadahime's Grace[edit] Increase Defense (Life Recovery) Close Combat Damage +13.9% Auto-Recovery (Be timely Guard) This grace can only be obtained in the abyss.
It is normally used for farming, especially smithing texts farming, as it offers the 22.4% Item Drop Rate. Other than that, it does not offer anything particularly useful. Magatsuhi's Grace[edit] Close Combat Damage +13.9% Increase Ki Recovery (Enemy confused) Close Combat Attack
(Enemy With Status Ailments) +13.7% Status Ailment Augmentation (Five Elements) +24.9% This Grace can only be achieved in the abyss. It's only useful by equipping 7 pieces together, as 6P and 7P bonuses work well together. However, there is a major trade-off, since there is little
room to integrate other sets or graces to further increase the damage. Niigi's Grace[edit] Bonus For Absorbing Amrita (Increase Defence) Close Combat Damage +13.9% Earn Amrita (Strong Attack) 20 Increase Damage (Enemies Defeated With Living Weapon) AAA Increase Luck
(Enemies Defeat With Living Weapon) AAA This Grace can only be obtained in the abyss. Like Magatsuhi's Grace, this Grace is only useful with its 6P, but it will leave little room for other sets and graces. Using this part of Grace turns out not to be so useful either, as the defense value
doesn't help much with survival. Okuninushi's Grace[edit] Increase Attack &amp; Defence (Gyokuto) +69 Close Combat Damage +13.9% Status Ailments Relieved (Strong Attack) 20.9% Strong Attack Damage +19.4% Increase Luck (Gold Obtained) 27.4% This Grace can only be obtained
in the Abyss. There is also a strong candidate for the Strong Attack Living Weapon build. The downside is that it requires 6 pieces, instead of 5p in Susano's case. In general, getting 1.5% Strong Attack Damage by giving up 1 piece of equipment for another set or Grace 4P damage is not
worth it. Omoikane's Grace[edit] Nullify Status Ailment (Sludge) 64.8% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Change To Attack (Magic) A Lowered Defence (Onmyo Item Hits) Damage From Onmyo Items (Full Life) +49.6% This Grace can only be obtained in the Abyss. Its 6P bonus is good, but
the same bonus can be obtained as the star bonus on arm armor drop in the Abyss. Sakuyahime's Grace[edit] Increase Attack (Scorched) +22.4% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Recurrent Damage From Fire 100% Unlimited Burning Oil Jar 67.4% Close Combat Attack (ScorchEd) +41.9%
This grace can only be obtained in the Abyss. Burns are not very good, as most bosses have high resistance for it. And finally the game, elementary damge is negligible. It can be a good challenge for those who want to run Burning Oil Jar just build. Otherwise, this Grace is not very useful.
Sarutahiko's Grace[edit] Enemy/Treasure/Amrita Sense Close Combat Damage+13.9% Unlimited Tengu's Fan 47.4% Sacred Unlimited Ash 82.4% Nullify Damage (Be timely Gaurd) This grace can only be obtained from Abyss. In general, it is not very good, as 3P bonuses can be
purchased by reforging on helmet. It's 5P and 6P damage is useless for most of the user base. Sukunahikona's Grace[Edit] Unlimited Daion-jin's Sake 64.8% Close Combat Damage +13.9% Unlimited Saisetsu-shin's Sake 77.4% Increase Luck (Defiled Items) AA Damage From This grace
can only be obtained from the abyss. In general, it is pretty much useless, except for those who want a challenge and run stone throwing build. Tajikarao's Grace[edit] Bonus After Bare-Handed Attack (Increase Attack) Close Combat Damage +13.9% Close Combat Attack Ki Reduction
15.0% Change To Attack (Strength) A+ Bare-Handed Attack Damage +324.0% This Grace can only be obtained in the abyss. In general, it's not very good, except for those who want a challenge and run just-handed build. Takeminakata's Grace[edit] Lower Enemy Defence (Blustered)
Close Combat Damage +16.0% Status Ailment Augmentation (Bluster) +30.6% Close Combat Attack (Enemy Blustered) +41.9% This Grace can only be achieved in the Abyss. It is pretty good and well rounded for those who want to run a full Wind build. Build.
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